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Design and Development of Metadata Management Tool for Learning Objects

David O. Okoth

ABSTRACT

Learning objects (LO) reuse is one topical area in instructional design that is gaining popularity in the education economy. It hinges on high hopes and promises to transform how learning occurs in the information age. This study attempted to identify and interrogate the core characteristics of reusable learning objects and conceptualize them as innovations in the curriculum development process. The goal was to synthesize existing knowledge on learning objects, weave streams of literature and research to focus on core arising issues, and then develop an instructional design tool that can help learners easily and effectively find reusable learning objects. The learning objects could be categorized and deconstructed to the levels of their instructional design transformations with regard to macro and micro-level reusability. The researcher used combinatorial developmental research with integrative literature review methodologies to design and develop a metadata management tool. This study involved an in depth review of literature on learning objects, reusable learning objects and their associated metadata management schemes through the integrative literature review approach. Results and data from the integrative literature review were then utilized to design and develop a tool addressing meta-tagging schemes, metadata management, search, and access of learning objects. The researcher identified characteristics of learning objects within the reuse process and discussed best practices, reuse procedures and modeling, based on the analysis of existing cases such as the Open-Knowledge-Initiative (OKI) projects to aid in the tool development. Integrative analysis running concurrently with the development process allowed for rigorous identification and alignment of key factors in the learning objects reuse universe. If fully developed, the
development. Integrative analysis running concurrently with the development process allowed for rigorous identification and alignment of key factors in the learning objects reuse universe. If fully developed, the metadata management tool could contribute to effective metadata management for learning objects often reused by learning designers, deliverers, and consumers.
Design and Development of Metadata Management Tool for Learning Objects

David O. Okoth

GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT

Learning Objects (LO) reuse is gaining popularity in the field of instructional design. This is because it could transform how learning occurs in today’s information age. In this study, I outlined the important characteristics of reusable learning objects and set them up as creative and re-creative products in the curriculum development process. My goal was to combine and reproduce existing literature on LOs that would allow me to develop an instructional design tool to help learning content designers, deliverers, and consumers to easily tag, search, then find reusable learning objects. I reviewed literature on learning objects, reusable learning objects and their associated metadata management schemes then used this data to design and develop the tool addressing meta tagging schemes, metadata management, search, and accessibility of learning objects. The tool allows LO categorization and deconstruction to the largest and smallest granular levels of their instructional reusability. I combined a developmental research method with an integrative literature review method to design and develop the prototype of a tool known as metadata management tool (mmt) for reusable learning objects. If successful, the metadata management tool developed could contribute to an effective metadata management for learning objects often reused by learning designers, deliverers, and consumers.
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Regards

John Nesbit
Professor
Faculty of Education
Simon Fraser University

=====

From: Okoth, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 15:55
To: 'John Nesbit'
Cc: 'Tracey L. Leacock'
Subject: RE: Request to use Learning Object Review Instrument

Thank you very much Dr. Nesbit for your kind and enlightening response. I appreciate you and Dr. Leacock’s contributions in our field of knowledge.

Best Regards,
David Okoth

Ph.D. Candidate &
Instructional Technology Team Member
College of Engineering
Virginia Tech
http://eng.vt.edu/it/insttech

Join our Scholar site to get tablet pc tips and help!
Communication Request to Use EDUCATE Experimental Server

From: Kibong Song
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 17:21
To: Okoth, David
Subject: Re: Requesting experimental use of Virginia Tech educate server

Good morning, David.

2pm works for me.

Kibong

On Wednesday, June 22, 2016 9:00 AM, "Okoth, David" wrote:

Hello Drs. Potter, Kibong:

I would like us to meet briefly today about possible experimental use of Virginia Tech Educate Server (www.educate.vt.edu)
If possible with everyone’s schedule, I could come by at 2:00PM to meet at Dr. Potter’s Office in Sythm.
Please let me know if today or any other day will work.

Thank You,
David

From: Okoth, David
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2016 20:04
To: Ken Potter
Subject: Re: Requesting experimental use of Virginia Tech educate server

Yes Dr. Potter. That’ll be great. I’ll shoot for some time Wednesday and let Kibong know of these plans.
Best Regards,
David

On Jun 16, 2016 10:25 PM, "Potter, Ken" wrote:

David, I think we can utilize space on the educate server for your project. I do think it would be helpful for us to meet with Kibong to discuss the possible structure of the database and the types of variables that will be included in the database tables. Maybe sometime around the middle of next week?
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